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Abstract. The competitiveness and efficiency of an enterprise is dependent on 
its ability to interact with other enterprises and organisations. In this context in-
teroperability is defined as the ability of business processes as well as enterprise 
software and applications to interact. Interoperability remains a problem and 
there are numerous issues to be resolved in different situations. We propose 
method engineering as an approach to organise interoperability knowledge in a 
method chunk repository. In order to organise the knowledge repository we need 
an interoperability classification framework associated to it. In this paper we 
propose a generic architecture for a method chunk repository, elaborate on a 
classification framework and associate it to some existing bodies of knowledge. 
We also show how the proposed framework can be applied in a working exam-
ple. 

1   Introduction 

Interoperability is defined as “the ability of Enterprise Software and Applications to 
interact” (Interop, 2005). We claim that it is impossible to provide one universal 
method for interoperability problems solution and we propose to define a knowledge 
base of reusable method chunks each of them addressing one or more specific interop-
erability problems. In order to support situation-specific method construction and 
application, a collaborative tool must be developed supporting method chunks con-
struction and storage as well as their selection and reuse in different projects. The 
specialisation of such a knowledge management tool for the interoperability domain 



requires the creation of a mapping from the method chunks to the interoperability 
problems, i.e. an indexation mechanism associating each method to one or several 
well-defined interoperability problems. The definition and classification of interopera-
bility problems is necessary for interoperability situation assessment and selection of 
the method chunks satisfying this situation.  

In this paper we view information systems development as knowledge work (Iivari, 
2000; Backlund, 2004) with the aim of exploring an interoperability classification 
framework for a Method Chunk Repository which can be used to solve industry rele-
vant interoperability problems. We propose method engineering as a means for deal-
ing with some aspects of interoperability. However, in order to make an interoperabil-
ity method chunk repository useful we must supply a classification of interoperability 
problems which can be used to guide the repository user in composing methods. The 
proposed repository should deal with interoperability problems within information 
systems development; hence we will anchor the classification scheme in the informa-
tion systems body of knowledge (Iivari et al., 2004). 

The focus cannot be placed on the applications alone. In order to achieve meaning-
ful interoperability organisations must be interoperable on, at least three levels: a busi-
ness layer, a knowledge layer and an ICT systems layer [4]. This includes the business 
environment and business processes on the business layer, the organisational roles, 
skills and competencies of employees and knowledge assets on the knowledge layer, 
and applications, data and communication components on the ICT layer. Similarly, but 
from a more software-architecture oriented view, Schulz et al. [12] conclude that 
interoperability is achieved on the following levels: inter-enterprise coordination, 
business process integration, semantic application integration, syntactical application 
integration, and physical integration. According to these authors interoperability 
should be analysed from an enterprise view (i.e. interoperability between two or more 
organisations), an architecture & platform view (i.e. between two or more applica-
tions/systems) and an ontological view (i.e. the semantics of interoperability). 

As can be seen from the above descriptions, interoperability is a multifaceted con-
cept. In order to be able to match a specific problem situation of a particular case to 
method chunks enabling the problem solution, we need a mechanism supporting 
method chunks indexation on the one hand and situation assessment on the other hand. 
This mechanism is referred to as a matching/classification framework. It must bring 
diverse bodies of knowledge together and extend them with interoperability concepts. 

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we introduce a col-
laborative Method Engineering platform based on a method chunk repository for in-
teroperability. The building blocks of the Method Engineering platform and the roles 
involved in platform use are presented. In section 3 we briefly analyse interoperability 
problems in an enterprise context and present a framework to classify interoperability 
problems and method chunks. Section 4 illustrates how the classification framework is 
applied to an industrial case. The paper ends with a review of this work, and outlines 
future research. 



2  Collaborative Method Engineering Platform for Interoperability 

A collaborative platform for situational method engineering must support two main 
activities: situation-specific method construction and method application in the corre-
sponding system development project. The method construction activity requires ca-
pabilities for reusable method chunks definition, storage and classification with re-
spect to the problems they help to solve. It also aims to support the characterisation of 
each project situation and selection and assembly of method chunks fitting the situa-
tion at hand. The method application requires services for the obtained method enact-
ment and evaluation of its applicability in the corresponding situation. The knowledge 
about positive or negative experience of method application is captured in terms of 
best practices and/or experience reports. 

Fig. 1Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of our platform divided into three layers: us-
age, service and data.  
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Fig. 1. Architecture for a collaborative method engineering platform 

The data layer concerns the knowledge repository, called the Method Chunk Re-
pository (MCR), used by the platform. This repository contains two types of intercon-
nected knowledge: the method knowledge expressed in the form of reusable method 
chunks and the knowledge related to the experience of method chunks application in 
specific industrial cases. A method chunk is an autonomous, cohesive and coherent 
part of a method providing guidelines and defining related concepts to support the 
realisation of some specific information system development activity in a particular 
context. Within the scope of the Interop NoE (Interop, 2005), our objective is to define 
and store method chunks providing solutions for various interoperability issues. The 
metamodel of a method chunk can be found in (Ralyté and Rolland, 2001; Mirbel and 



Ralyté, 2005). Furthermore, the MCR collects the practice and experience of using the 
method chunks in terms of application cases. 

Each case included exhibits a number of interoperability issues that instantiate the 
interoperability issue types identified in the classification framework. In order to 
match the problem situation of a particular case to method chunks thus enabling a 
solution, we need a mechanism supporting method chunks indexation on the one hand 
and situation assessment on the other hand. This mechanism is referred to as a match-
ing/classification framework. In this work we focus our attention to the classification 
part of this framework. Each method chunk stored in the MCR is explicitly related to 
one or several interoperability issues defined in the classification framework. 

The service layer of our platform provides several services supporting method en-
gineering and method usage activities including: construction of method chunks and 
related services, classification framework management (construction, extension, and 
adaptation), method chunks selection, adaptation and assembly for specific cases, and 
case-specific method enactment and validation.  

Finally, the usage layer defines different categories of platform users including: 
method chunk engineer, classification manager, situated method engineer and case 
user. The method chunk engineer is an expert in the method engineering domain. 
His/her role is to populate the MCR with method chunks, which can be extracted from 
existing traditional methods or defined from scratch on the basis of domain knowledge 
and experience. The method chunk engineer will also develop services for method 
chunks application and provide a descriptor (Ralyté and Rolland, 2001; Mirbel and 
Ralyté, 2005) for each method chunk characterising, with the help of the classification 
framework, the context of its application and the interoperability issues it helps to 
solve. 

The classification manager is responsible for defining and managing the method 
chunk classification framework. Such a framework should be extensible and evolu-
tionary. Good knowledge about the information systems development domain and 
some selected application or problem domain, such as interoperability in our case, is 
required to enact this role.  

The situated method engineer is in charge of constructing a case-specific method 
for each case. His/her work consists of three main tasks: characterising the case situa-
tion by using the classification framework, selecting method chunks satisfying this 
situation and assembling retrieved method chunks in order to provide a coherent and 
complete method for the specific case.  

Finally, the case user will apply the case-specific method in the development of a 
corresponding project and will provide an experience report including the evaluation 
of the applied method chunks and their fitness to this case. 

The interoperability classification framework forms an important part of the MCR 
structure since it is used for method chunk classification as well as for case assess-
ment. Therefore, we focus our attention to a set of interoperability problems in order 
to illustrate its applicability in an industrial case. However, it may be noted that the 
framework itself comprises a broader scope. 



3  Classification of Interoperability Issues 

Based on a survey of literature (Rahm and Bernstein, 2001; Xu and Newman, 2006; 
Botta-Genoulaz et al., 2005; Domínguez and Zapata, 2000) and collective industrial 
experience in NoE Interop (Interop, 2005) and IP Athena (Athena, 2005) we identify 
and characterise a set of interoperability issues in enterprise information systems (sec-
tion 3.1) prior to proposing a classification framework in section 3.2. 

3.1 Interoperability Classes 

Interoperability issues can be summarised to comprise five different classes: 

• Business Management, 
• Process Management, 
• Knowledge Management, 
• Software Management, and 
• Data Management. 

In general, they reside in the various levels of the framework presented in (Schultz et 
al., 2003) including: communication (interconnection and protocols), data (access to 
and change of information), service (access to and exchange of services/functions), 
processes (sequences of activities and rules), knowledge (knowledge assets and organ-
isational roles) and business (method of work, legislation and contracts) level. In the 
following we briefly illustrate these classes in order to characterise the basic condi-
tions for the classification framework.. 

The utilisation of repetitive business processes across multiple organisations consti-
tutes a potential area for improvement throughout the entire supply chain. Many as-
pects are generic and involve repeated periodic processing of similar or identical or-
ders. Business decision-making activities are of paramount importance to enterprises, 
affecting day-to-day operations as well as medium and long-term planning and execu-
tion of activities. Therefore, an integral mechanism is required to support the decision-
making process at various levels, by considering results coming out of daily opera-
tions. The provision of (near) real-time aggregated views of key business information 
in relation to the above business decision-making activities can be done by accessing 
and integrating data in existing legacy systems. Such aggregated views will enable 
actors to take more accurate and timely decisions, exploiting to the full extend the 
capabilities of existing ICT systems. 

The time from order to delivery could be shortened by better process interoperabil-
ity. This can be achieved by the ability of a process to make its requested and offered 
services/interfaces “visible”. Shortening the time between different processes, e.g. 
from raw materials suppliers, has a direct effect on the delivery date. In this context 
we identify the fact that applications focus on transactions as opposed to processes as 
an issue to take into account. 

The knowledge associated to a product over its entire lifecycle needs to be shared 
between stakeholders. This entails an adequate and common understanding of product 



and process information rather than merely transferring information between stake-
holders. Knowledge can be organized according to domain standards.  

To make knowledge sharing efficient there is a need for support for stakeholders’ 
collaboration. This implies communication/collaboration infrastructure integration by 
using standard middleware and communication protocols, which allow the seamless 
communication and interoperability of model-generated workplace applications. We 
identify two critical issues in this matter: shared data integration and data access syn-
chronization. Shared data integration entails reconciliation of business level informa-
tion exchanged between the stakeholders that support collaboration and common un-
derstanding.  

As enterprises are more and more using commercial of the shelves software 
(COTS), the used solutions are highly generic and require an important parameterisa-
tion/customisation and administration to adapt the solution to the business context. 
This customisation should be as easy as possible by operators, without implying modi-
fication of technical interfaces by software engineers. This fact makes easy customisa-
tion of software products and automatic reorganisation of the technical interfaces even 
more important. The need for documented publication of applications and software 
product services increases. 

Data format interoperability is the ability of a process/application to exchange data 
with one/more partners by means of a common data format or via a mapping between 
the proprietary format and an intermediate common format. Hence the enterprise 
architecture has to take the support of the main technical middleware frameworks in a 
coherent way into account. 

3.2 Interoperability Classification Framework 

Recently there has been an increasing interest in creating a body of knowledge for 
software engineering (Swebok, 2004) and information systems development (Iivari et 
al., 2004) respectively. These efforts aim to structure relevant knowledge within the 
areas that they are to cover. Notably, neither of them explicitly deals with the concept 
of interoperability. 

Iivari et al. (2004) propose five ontological domains (in the terminology of Bunge 
(1983), each of these domains merges both ontological and epistemological aspects) 
for information systems experts.  

The organisational domain refers to the knowledge about social contexts and proc-
esses in which the information system is used. The application domain refers to the 
knowledge about the application domain for which the information system is intended. 
The development process knowledge refers to the methods and tools used in systems 
development. The IT application domain refers to the knowledge about typical IT 
applications and their use in a certain application domain. The technical domain refers 
to the hardware and software of an information system. Fig. 2 indicates relationships 
between the IS ontological domains (first column) and the classes (third column) of 
interoperability issues (examples in fourth column) identified in section 3.1. In the 
technology and IT application domains we find issues of data management and soft-



ware management, hence relating the IS field closely to the field of software engineer-
ing. Application domain knowledge includes issues concerning business management 
and process management, i.e. how typical applications work in a particular domain. 
Finally, organisational domain knowledge has to do with knowledge management in a 
general sense even though certain issues may be refined to specific application do-
mains. 

The software engineering body of knowledge (Swebok, 2004) refines the technol-
ogy and systems development process knowledge domains of the IS body of knowl-
edge (Iivari et al., 2004) by identifying the following knowledge areas: (software) 
requirements, design, construction, testing, maintenance, configuration management, 
engineering management, engineering process, tools and methods and quality. Even 
though we do not use those exact terms in Fig. 2 we note that, in Swebok (2004), in-
teroperability is seen as an emergent property, which is dependent on the system archi-
tecture, with the focus set on software interoperability. Apart from that, not much 
attention is paid to interoperability. Hence we may add an interoperability aspect to all 
knowledge areas of Swebok (2004) as well as the IS body of knowledge. 

The Enterprise Ontology (2003) is a collection of concepts and their definitions 
from the business domain. It is subdivided into the aspects activities and processes, 
organisation, strategy, and marketing. The Enterprise Ontology can be used to further 
characterise the business domain in a similar way as Swebok (2004) can be used to 
characterise the ICT development domain. 
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Fig. 2. Interoperability Classification Framework 

As indicated in Fig. 2Fig. 2 we bring together the IS domain and the interoperabil-
ity domain to provide a structure for classifying interoperability issues. Interoperabil-



ity is not only a problem concerning software and technologies. It is also a problem 
that concerns knowledge and business references that must be shared in order to 
achieve interoperability (Chen and Doumeingts, 2003). Thus the interoperability do-
main comprises knowledge about business/organisational as well as technical aspects 
(Wainwright and Waring, 2004). Development process knowledge, as described by 
Iivari et al., (2004), resides in both spheres since the total of all aspects has to be taken 
into account in IS development. 

We envisage an approach to understand the technical, strategic and organisational 
behaviours from a holistic perspective. That is, organisations are complex and any 
effort has to handle multiple aspects in order to achieve interoperability between sys-
tems. Furthermore, interoperability is a strategic issue; hence interoperability has to 
incorporate strategic planning for the entire system. To conclude, interoperability 
between two organisations is a multifaceted problem since it concerns both technical 
and organisational issues, which are intertwined and complex to deal with. 

We also make it possible to incorporate the knowledge areas of the software engi-
neering body of knowledge through the software management and data management 
interoperability classes. Hence, we propose an extensible classification framework, 
which is anchored in the information systems body of knowledge and the software 
engineering body of knowledge. Moreover, we cater for the possibility to allocate 
problems to the epistemological domain that has the proven methods and knowledge 
available to solve them. This is particularly useful since real world problems typically 
concern a combination of ontological areas. The method chunks stored in the MCR are 
indexed by the classification scheme allowing for better support to all roles identified 
in the usage layer of Fig. 1.  

4   Applying the Classification 

A typical case from the real world contains multiple interoperability issues. We use as 
an example the experience from the public utility sector, here the water sector consist-
ing of organisations that supply fresh water, organisations that process sewage water, 
and local municipalities that raise taxes on both, in particular wrt. the sewage water. 
In the Netherlands, fresh water supply and sewage water processing are done by or-
ganisations that have no need to exchange data since the cost for fresh water supply is 
based on consumption whereas the cost for sewage water is based on the number of 
persons in a household. A European guideline stimulates countries to base the sewage 
water invoice on consumption as well. Since there are no metering devices installed 
for sewage water per household, the only way to do so is to rely on the metering for 
the fresh water consumption of the household. To complicate the situation further, the 
local municipalities use to include taxes on the sewage water invoice that are currently 
based on sewage water price. As the computation of the sewage water price changes, 
the tax calculation has to change as well. In the following, we analyse the interopera-
bility problems occurring in the case and classify them into our framework.  



IP1: The business models of the three organisations are incompatible. The fresh 
water organisation raises income based on the consumption. The sewage water organi-
sation and the local municipalities use number of persons in a household as basis for 
their invoice. Moreover, the participating organisations have different concepts for the 
addressee of the invoice. The fresh water organisation has a concept of a customer 
linked to a fresh water supply end point. The other two organisations use the concept 
of a household with a number of citizens associated to it. To integrate the business 
models of the three organisations, one needs to come up with calculations on a com-
mon data basis that fulfils the expectations of the three organisations.  

IP2: The business processes of the three organisations are not aligned. In particular, 
the invoicing processes are taking place at different points of time. Specifically, the 
time when a fresh water invoice is printed is completely independent from the time 
when the sewage water invoice is printed. The processes for maintaining the customer 
and citizen data sets in the participating organisations need to be aligned since it may 
well be that a person is still in the customer data set of the fresh water organisation 
while already being removed from the citizen data set.  

IP3: The three organisations use completely heterogeneous IT infrastructures. The 
data exchange between the local municipality and the sewage water organisation is 
done by physically sending spreadsheet files on computer-readable media. The fresh 
water organisation relies on an ERP system to manage all its data and processes. It is 
unclear whether to use a common platform to which all three organisations supply 
data, or to send data directly to each other, or for one of the three organisations to play 
the role of a data integrator.  

IP4: The data structures are heterogeneous. That holds for all fields relevant for 
creating the invoices, e.g. the address field, the date field etc. The heterogeneity is 
resolved by ad hoc procedures to reformat the exchange files. For those parties that do 
not yet exchange data, the problem of heterogeneity is not yet analysed. 

IP5: The cultural background and habits in the three organisations is different und 
difficult to harmonise. The non-profit character of the local municipalities may clash 
with the more commercial attitude found in the fresh water company. The challenge is 
to make the right people communicate and exchange information about their respec-
tive goals and capabilities. A further complication is that the cooperation is forced 
upon the participating organisations by the European directive. 

Table 1 classifies the five identified interoperability problems into the framework 
represented in Fig. 2. The classification of the case problem is a manual process and is 
the first step of the MC enactment and cases solutions service of the MCR. The classi-
fication limits the scope of applicable solutions as well as the type of change to be 
expected from the solution. We applied the following approach for the classification of 
the case problems: 

1. Determine the IS domain of the case problem: The IS domain is character-
ising the type of knowledge that is necessary to understand the case prob-
lem. For example, IP4 belongs to the IS domain ’Development process’. 
Here, the Swebok (2004) knowledge base can be used to characterise the 
field. 



2. Determine the interoperability domain: This classification characterises 
the type of interaction that causes the case problem. For example, IP2 is 
about the alignment of business processes of operational users at different 
enterprises.  

3. Determine the interoperability class: This class is specifying which type of 
management activity is related to the interoperability problem. It also 
specifies which expert is to be consulted to solve the problem.  

4. Determine the interoperability issue: The set of issues is build upon ex-
perience, i.e. whenever a case problem occurs one looks up whether there 
is a similar issue in the method chunk repository. The issues are the most 
specific abstractions of past case problems. The interoperability issue is 
the item that is linked to the potential solutions in the method chunk re-
pository. 

This stepwise approach focuses the case user (see Fig. 1) towards the most relevant 
interoperability issue for the case problem to be classified. By linking the case prob-
lem to the respective categories, the case user also pre-selects the group of people to 
be involved in solving the problem at hand. The closer the case user describes the case 
problem along the 4 categories, the easier is the classification process. We plan to 
support the classification by a user interface that provides questions for classifying the 
case into the first 3 categories and then proposes the most applicable interoperability 
issues. If no issue is found, an update request for the classification manager of the 
method chunk repository is formulated.  

Table 1. Case classification 

Case 
problem 

IS Domain Interoperability 
Domain 

Interoperability 
Class 

Interoperability 
Issue 

IP1 organisational business/strategic business 
management 

incompatible 
business 
models 

IP2 organisational busi-
ness/operational 

process  
management 

business process 
alignment, bp 
interoperability 

IP3 IT application ICT/execution data  
management 

heterogeneous IT 
infrastructures 

IP4 development 
process 

ICT/development data management data integration, 
data format 
interoperability 

IP5 organisational business/ 
operational 

knowledge 
management 

organisational 
culture 

 
Out of the five identified case problems, three originate from the organisational 

domain, i.e. require a solution that is not just a technical one. Only problem IP4 appar-
ently requires to change the IT systems, namely to provide the required data in the 
right format at the right time. By this example we show how the outcome of the case 
classification is used to search for applicable method chunks in the repository. 



We note that a case like the one discussed above touches multiple interoperability 
issues, which need to be tackled in an orchestrated effort. An open problem is still 
whether the solution to a complete case should be regarded as a whole, because the 
solutions to the interoperability problems highly depend on each other, or whether the 
individual solutions to the individual interoperability problems should be regarded as 
stand-alone.  

5   Conclusion 

In this paper we have outlined a generic architecture for an interoperability method 
chunk repository. One important aspect of such a repository is a classification frame-
work, which can assist in selecting appropriate method chunks for resolving multifac-
eted interoperability problems. We note that neither Swebok (2004) nor Iivari et al. 
(2004) address interoperability explicitly. Hence, we introduce this as a new aspect to 
take into account. Our results are summarised as follows: 

• We propose a generic architecture for a method chunk repository. 
• We propose an application of method engineering concepts to organise in-

teroperability knowledge for management and interaction. 
• We define a framework consisting of the IS domain, the interoperability 

domain, interoperability classes, and interoperability issues. 
• We show how this framework can be applied to a real world case. 
• We propose a stepwise procedure designed to focus the MCR user towards 

a suitable interoperability issue matching the problem at hand. 
The strength of the proposed classification framework is that it incorporates the 

business/organisational domains as well as the technical domain. Furthermore, the 
current framework is extendible to comprise more detail. 

In order to show the applicability of the framework we have used it to classify a set 
of interoperability issues in a real world case. In a future application of a similar 
scheme, we claim that it will be possible to guide a method chunk user in the selection 
of relevant method chunks. This selection process will be particularly useful in the 
orchestration of method chunks resolving intra and inter organisational interoperability 
issues. 

Related work concerning tool and platform independence aims to develop a generic 
platform, which caters for the combination of tools. This is considered an interopera-
bility problem between modelling tools, whereas our work is more focused on domain 
specific interoperability problems. Hence our work is considered to be a practical 
utilisation of such a platform. Future work within our project will include the con-
struction of a method chunk repository prototype using the Metis platform (Troux 
Technologies, 2005). This will lead to a practical application of method chunks within 
the NoE Interop (2005). 
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